
Hitachi solution Managed service 

for Azure Cloud

To help businesses stay ahead of the competition, today’s services 

providers (SPs) have adopted and maintain cloud technologies. Hitachi 

Solutions offers Support Services for cloud that let you leverage our 

cloud resources to reduce costs, improve performance, help make 

decisions, and link business imperatives to functional deliverables.

What is Hitachi Solutions Managed Services for Azure?

Hitachi Solutions is a business performance improvement network. It 

provides expert support for the entire Microsoft Azure cloud, including 

Azure AD, Virtual Networks, SQL, Azure SQL, Virtual Machines, Web 

Apps, Microsoft 365, enterprise mobility and security, and more.

The Value

• Expert advisory foryour Azure 

cloud

• Custom tailored global

operations

• Certified resource for Azure 

and O365

The Services

• Manage all cloud services from  a 

singlepoint

• Proactive monitoring and alert  

managementon azure

• Leverage our expertise as a  

Microsoft Gold CertifiedPartner

The Outcomes

• Reduce maintenancecosts

• Minimizerisks

• Improveperformancewith 

optimization services

• Maximize the value of your  

Microsoft Azureinvestments

What you need

Cost-Effective: Eliminates the need to purchase expensive management systems  andequipment.

Global Support: Extensive resource network aligns to your hours of operation while  supporting global operations and offices in other

geographies.

Flexibility: Monthly or fixed Support service rangesfrom dedicated business hours  to 24/7/365SLAs.

Complete Coverage: Our services cover Operations (Azure IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS), Modern  Workplace (M365), and deep expertise in security and 

Endpoint DeviceManagement.
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Expert support for your Microsoft Azure solutions

http://www.hitachisolutions.com/


As part of the 110-year-old Hitachi Ltd. family,we uphold its legacy of quality, integrity,and excellence.This strong foundation allows us to build  

trust with our clients, attract the best and brightest people, and create a culture rich in innovation. Through industry-first cloud solutions, we  

help organizations everywhere to be better every day.

Innovation & Growth

Drive innovation and accelerate your business’s growth with our full spectrum of 

digital, analytics, and enterprise cloud services. Whether you’ve already started or 

are yet to begin your cloud migration, the right partner can accelerate your 

company’s digital transformation and empower your business to stay ahead of the 

competition. Hitachi Solutions Managed services is that partner.
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Hitachi Solutions Offers

Azure Cloud Enablement Service for your IT infrastructure to be aligned with your 

business goals and objectives. Moving to cloud computing may reduce the cost of 

managing and maintaining your IT systems. Rather than purchasing expensive 

systems and equipment for your business, you can reduce your costs by using the 

resources of your cloud computing service provider.

• Monitoring: Single pane dashboards, smart alerts, proactive monitoring, and 

custom reports

• Governing: Cost monitoring, service reporting, resource tagging

• Configuring: Deployment templates and compliance policies backed up by a 

highly skilled support team

• Agility: We deliver features through automation to offer services in the cloud

• Integration: Integrate cloud-based and on-prem applications as part of an 

evolving hybrid cloud environment

• Assessment: Offer you deep dive to understand existing on premises or other 

cloud environment to assess and define transformation roadmap to Microsoft 

Azure

Azure Solutions

Azure Active Directory: 

Synchronize on-prem 

directories and enable single 

sign-on.

Azure DevOps: Services to 

support teams to plan work, 

collaborate on code 

development, and build 

applications.

Azure Sentinel: Cloud native 

SIEM and intelligent security 

analytics that work to prevent 

threats.

Azure Synapse: Limitless 

analytics service with 

unmatched time to insight.

SQL Data Warehouse: A 

centralized repository of data 

from one or more disparate 

sources.

Virtual Machines: A computer 

within a computer that 

provides on-demand and 

scalable computing resources.

The Azure Advantage

The Azure Cloud Platform is a complete set of advanced tools, 

technologies, and expertise tuned to maximize the value of the cloud 

model. Azure has strong PaaS capabilities, which are an important 

piece of cloud infrastructure today.

Microsoft Azure provides application developers with the 

environment, tools, and building blocks that they need to rapidly 

develop and deploy wherever they want. Then, using the tools, 

applications, and frameworks of their choice, they can manage the 

application through new cloud services.
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